Aviaries

100 years of
wire mesh expertise
Thanks to the knowledge and expertise of our highly skilled
and highly motivated professionals, our 13,000m2 production
location and our vast experience in global projects, we can
create pretty much any wire mesh product you need.
Our regular mesh products can be delivered from stock and
our team is always happy to help with any innovative custommade solutions you may require.

Optimal wildlife experience
Aviaries fulfill two important needs: they make comfortable
and safe natural environments for animals and offer the best
possible wildlife experience for humans. The first thing to
do when fulfilling these needs involves selecting the perfect
wire mesh. Suitable openings help to keep wildlife inside,
while keeping out unwanted dangerous animals. The quality
of the wire and the selected finishing play a role in offering
clear views for spectators.

Woven and welded aviary wire mesh
With many impressive reference projects in European Zoos
and private gardens, Wire Weaving Dinxperlo has proven to
be an expert in aviaries. We work closely with clients and
architects to create high quality aviaries with a unique design.
These aviaries are appreciated by people as well as animals.
Our top quality animal mesh does not feature sharp edges
or harmful plastic coatings. An optional high quality black
powder coating helps to create the best possible experience
for visitors, while making aviaries an enjoyable place to
be for wildlife.

Product

Woven and Welded Wire Mesh.

Application

Large aviaries.

Openings

Various precise sizes (mm)
from 0.1 mm to 25 mm.

Material

Stainless Steel AISI 304L.
Galvanized or UV resistant
powder coating.

Wire

From 20 µm up to 3 mm.

Properties

Produced in accordance with
customer requirements.

Delivery

Highly durable aviaries.
Fully renovated aviaries.
Top Dutch animal friendly quality.
Production according to
ISO 4782:1987 and
ISO 9044:1999 (weaving).

Quality

Contact
Please feel free to contact Luuk Hoopman to find out what
we are able to offer for your project: Call +31 620 32 54 59 or
send an e-mail to l.hoopman@wireweaving.com.
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